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M82 X-2 is the first pulsating ultraluminous X-ray source (PULX) discovered.
The luminosity of these extreme pulsars, if isotropic, implies an extreme mass
transfer rate. An alternative is to assume a much lower mass transfer rate, but
an apparent luminosity boosted by geometrical beaming. Only an independent measurement of the mass transfer can help discriminate between these
two scenarios. In this Paper, we follow the orbit of the neutron star for seven
years, measure the decay of the orbit, and demonstrate that this orbital decay
is driven by extreme mass transfer of more than 150 times the mass transfer
limit set by the Eddington luminosity. This measurement shows that the mass
available to the accretor is more than enough to justify its luminosity, with no
need for beaming. This also strongly favors models where the accretor is a
highly-magnetized neutron star.

One-sentence summary:

We measure the decay of the orbit of the ultraluminous pulsar

M82 X-2, providing evidence of extreme mass transfer and, as a consequence, a high neutron
star magnetic field.

Introduction The luminosity of accreting sources is largely driven by the amount of matter
that is transferred onto the accreting object, whether it be from a donor star for typical neutron
stars and stellar mass black holes, or an accretion disk for supermassive black holes at the centers of galaxies (1). There is a classical limit to the mass transfer, which corresponds to the
mass accretion rate that leads to a balance between the force of radiation pressure pushing outward and the gravitational force acting inward on an accreting object of mass M . For spherical
hydrogen accretion, this corresponds to the Eddington luminosity:
LEdd ≈ 1.3 · 1038
2

M
erg s−1
M

(1)

Therefore, the extreme luminosity of ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) (2, 3) led many to
think that these sources were powered by intermediate-mass black holes. Over the years, multiple pieces of evidence cast doubt on the applicability of this classical limit on ULXs (4–6).
Eventually, the discovery of pulsating ultraluminous X-ray sources (PULXs; (7), hereafter B14),
accreting neutron stars radiating hundreds of times above their Eddington limits, demonstrated
that super-Eddington accretion was a viable explanation for the majority of ULXs. It is still unclear how these pulsars (pulsating neutron stars) emit this extreme luminosity. Some argue that
the isotropic luminosity is much lower, and the observed luminosity is boosted by geometrical
beaming, driven by the collimation of a (less extreme) super-Eddington disk (8). This interpretation has found some support in global MHD simulations of accreting black holes and neutron
stars, where mild to extreme geometrical beaming is observed (e.g. (9, 10)). However, these
simulations assume a very small magnetic field of the neutron star, if any, and this collimation
effect is likely to be lessened when the magnetic field of the pulsar is strong. In fact, other
models explain the luminosity with arguments centered on the magnetic field of the pulsar, like
the reduction of the Thomson scattering cross section in high magnetic fields (11) and/or the
effect of multipolar components of the field (12). It is also possible that the solution is a mixture
of genuine super-Eddington accretion and a small amount of beaming (13).
A key difference between these models is the relation that they assume between the mass
accretion rate and the luminosity, linear in the low-beaming scenario, almost quadratic (L ∝
(1 + log ṁ)ṁ2 ) in the other, due to the quadratic dependence of beaming on the mass accretion
rate (14). In other words, beaming models infer a much lower mass transfer rate between the
donor star and the neutron star.
An independent measurement of the mass transfer is key for disentangling these two scenarios. One way to measure this transfer of matter between two orbiting objects is through
the observation of changes in the orbital parameters, such as the orbital period and semi-major
3

axis (15).

Orbital decay

To describe a change of the orbital period over time, it is customary to measure

the time that a star reaches an important phase of the orbit, and compare it with the expected
time given the previous orbital solution. For circular orbits with no eclipses, it is common to
use one of the two intersections between the orbit and the plane perpendicular to the line of
sight passing through the center of mass of the binary system. These points of the orbit are
called nodes; the ascending node is the node that the pulsar crosses when moving away from
the observer. The expected time of passage at the ascending node after n orbits Tasc,n (for
simplicity, we drop the asc when n or other indices are present), in the presence of an orbital
derivative, can be expressed as (cfr. (16, 17)):
Tn = T0 + n Porb +

1 2
1
2
3
n Porb Ṗorb + n3 Porb
P̈orb
+ ...
2
6

(2)

By using a previously determined ephemeris as a baseline, we can measure the delay of the
measured Tasc from the expected one. When plotting this delay, offsets indicate an uncertainty
in Tasc , linear trends an uncertainty of Porb , and parabolic trends an orbital period derivative:
δTn (t) = δT0 +

1 Ṗorb
t − t0
δPorb +
(t − t0 )2 ,
Porb
2 Porb

(3)

where we substituted n = (t − t0 )/Porb . In 2020-2021, we observed the M82 field with NuSTAR (18) 11 times (five pairs of two observations plus a single one), and we found significant
pulsations in four of them. The search was conducted using the Rayleigh test (19) over three
parameters: spin frequency, frequency derivative, and orbital phase. By reanalyzing all NuSTAR
observations of the M82 field, running an additional search using only hard photons (8–30 keV),
and also allowing for a negative spin derivative, we detected the pulsar in two more observations
in 2014 and 2016. See the Material and Methods section for more details.
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Through pulsar timing, we tracked the orbital phase of M82 X-2 over seven years from 2014
to 2021 (Figure 1; see Methods for details of the fitting procedure used). This allowed us to
detect a clear parabolic trend in these phases, and allowed us to measure
Ṗorb
≈ −7.7(1.4) · 10−6 yr−1 ,
Porb

(4)

which means that the 2.5-day orbital period of M82 X-2 is decreasing by Ṗorb ∼ −5 · 10−8 s s−1
(see Figure 1 and Table 1).
The observed orbital decay is compatible with the mass transfer from a more massive donor
star to a neutron star ( (15), see Methods). Assuming a pulsar mass Mp = 1.4M and a donor
mass Md = 8M (which corresponds to the mean of the probability distributions of masses,
see Methods), it is straightforward to estimate the mass transfer rate from the observed orbital
decay, assuming conservative mass transfer, as Ṁd ≈ −4.4 · 10−6 M yr−1 . This corresponds
to ∼ 185 times the Eddington limit, assuming an Eddington mass accretion rate corresponding
to ṀEdd ≈ 1.5 · 1018 g s−1 ≈ 2.4 · 10−8 M yr−1 . This is the mass that the donor transfers
into the Roche lobe of the neutron star. It is possible that part of this matter leaves the system
through fast winds launched from the super-Eddington disk (20, 21). However, this mass loss
from the vicinity of the accretor produces only a small correction to the conservative case.
Isotropic mass loss from the donor, instead, as one would would expect from stellar winds,
would compensate for this effect, expanding the orbit. Therefore, the estimate above is a lower
limit to the mass transfer. This mass exchange exceeds both that inferred from the apparent
bolometric luminosity of the source (which is at most ∼ 100 times the Eddington limit, see
B14), or the one inferred from beaming scenarios (36 times Eddington, (8)). See Figure 2 for
details.

How much matter is really accreting? It is expected that a fraction of this transferred mass
will abandon the system in the form of fast winds (14, 22). Evidence of these winds has indeed
5

been observed, both from direct signatures of relativistic outflows (20) and from the observation of nebulae around ULXs (23). According to the classical scenario, the disk remains thin
until matter reaches the spherization radius Rsph , where strong disk winds carry away excess
matter and maintain a local Eddington limit (see Figure 3). In the black hole case, neglecting
the advection of heat, this goes down to the compact object itself, and the accretion onto the
compact object is actually close to the Eddington limit even if the mass transfer rate from the
donor is much higher (22). Accounting for advection limits the locally radiated flux, and in turn
the removal of mass in outflows, producing a mass accretion rate on the compact object which
is at most a factor ∼ 2 lower than the mass transfer rate from the donor (4). In neutron stars
we can expect that once the disk reaches the inner radius Rin , the interaction with the magnetic
field and the effect of advection of heat lead to an optically thick curtain and the suppression of
winds (24). According to this scenario, the winds outside Rin cannot expel more than ∼ 60% of
the matter, and maintain a large opening angle even at the highest accretion rates (25). Below,
we follow this approach and assume that the mass loss from disk winds only happens outside
Rin .
Spin equilibrium, and a large magnetic field Thanks to the new detections listed above, we
found that for at least part of the time between 2016 and 2020 the pulsar continued to spin down
(slow down its rotation) as reported by B20, because the frequency (∼ 0.721 Hz) observed in
2020 was lower than observed in 2016 (∼ 0.723 Hz). However, since then, the neutron star
appears to be alternating phases of spin up and spin down around ∼ 0.721 Hz. In at least
one observation in 2016 and probably in another in 2021, the pulsar was spinning down while
accreting (see Figure 4 and Table S1). In summary, the spin evolution of M82 X-2 strongly
points to a situation of spin equilibrium (see Figure 3 and Supplementary Text), a regime where
the outward pressure from the rotating magnetic field balances almost exactly the ram pressure
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from the infalling matter. In this condition, spin up and spin down can be produced with small
changes of accretion rate (26), and it is possible to confidently estimate the magnetic field of
the neutron star, by equating the analytical formulas for the inner radius Rin to the corotation
radius Rco , at which the angular velocity of the matter in the disk equals the one of the star (see
Supplementary Text).
Over the years, many models have been proposed to describe the interaction between the
plasma in the disk and the magnetic field lines (27–29). Despite large differences in the treatment of the details of this interaction, these models make estimates for the magnetic field in spin
equilibrium compatible within ∼one order of magnitude when the inner radius and the mass accretion rate are fixed (30). Until now, different Groups have used the observed luminosity as
a proxy for the mass accretion rate, and this produced very different estimates depending on
the assumption of the beaming fraction. In addition, different works used different assumptions
on the position of the inner radius, with the high-magnetic field models assuming spin equilibrium (31, 32) and the beaming models being incompatible with it (8). Thanks to this work, we
can fix these two important variables, leading to an interpretation of M82 X-2 being a highly
magnetized neutron star (B > 1013 G) with practically any of these models (see Supplementary
Text for more details).
In addition, we find a strong disagreement with the often-used beaming estimate of b ∼
73/ṁ2 (14). In our case, this would imply b ∼ 0.002, or an opening angle of ∼ 4◦ , and, even
assuming that the accretion on the neutron star is Eddington-limited, an apparent luminosity
of ∼ 500 times Eddington, much higher than observed (see Supplementary Text for additional
arguments). Our mass transfer is actually larger than inferred from the isotropic luminosity,
meaning that there is sufficient mass to power the observed luminosity and suggesting that
genuine super-Eddington emission from the surface of the neutron star is at work. Mechanisms
involving large and/or non-dipolar magnetic fields are promising in explaining luminosities
7

hundreds of times above the Eddington limit (11, 12).

Discussion The measured orbital period derivative can inform the theoretical study of ULX
progenitors and their outcomes (33,34). Past works (35–37) have investigated this problem, with
predicted donor masses and binary evolution paths that can be compared with our observations.
The low-mass (< 8M ), slightly evolved donors found by (35) have very high mass transfer
rates (≥ 3 · 10−5 M yr−1 ), that can be reconciled with our results only if a strong mass loss
from the donor is assumed and/or the mass of the accretor is relatively high. Such a strong mass
loss was an ad-hoc component of the simulations from (35), which helped stabilize the mass
transfer, but is unexpected from current models of stellar wind unless the donor is very massive
or metallicity is very high (38). X-ray heating might in principle enhance wind production, and
produce very large mass losses provided that the X-ray source illuminates the donor star and
the efficiency of irradiated wind production is high (39).
Similar results come from (37), where the lowest-mass donors are favored and the donor
of M82 X-2 is barely included in the stable mass transfer parameter range. On the other hand,
the high-mass systems investigated by (36) predict compatible mass transfer rates, but they
assume very high-mass stars that have already undergone a part of their evolution (i.e. they
do not evolve the system from Zero-age main sequence), and it is unclear if their formation
path is compatible with the possible formation paths of ULXs. In particular, the progenitor of
the neutron star must have been more massive than the donor at some point, meaning that it
would have transferred some mass to the present-day donor. Therefore, a comparison with the
current models would seem to imply that M82 X-2 represents a relatively short-lived, high-mass
transfer phase of the binary evolution, quickly leading to a common envelope. This seems at
odds with the observation of 1 Myear-old optical bubbles around ULXs (23).
The length and the stability of the mass transfer has important implications, for example, for
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understanding if neutron star ULXs can collapse into black holes, and if their binary systems
can be the progenitors of double-compact object binaries and/or future GW sources (e.g. (40,
41)). We encourage further studies of ULX populations and progenitors incorporating the new
evidence reported in this Paper.
Recently, various authors have investigated accreting objects as sources of fast radio bursts
(FRB; e.g. (42)). In the models predicting that the FRB is produced in regions far away from
the compact object originating the emission, a shock needs to be created in a dense, magnetized
medium. In particular, (43) suggest that super-Eddington accretion might be a fundamental
ingredient in these models to account for FRB luminosities and timescales, also in relation
to the observed periodicities observed in some of them (44). This would make ULXs with
a precessing inner disk a likely progenitor of repeating FRBs, but in order to work, it would
require a very small beaming fraction.
In this framework, our work seems to provide evidence that systems like M82 X-2 are not
favoured as periodic FRB progenitors.
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Figures and tables

Figure 1: Orbital decay in M82 X-2, measured through the delay of the Tasc parameter (time of
passage through the ascending node) from Equation 3. For every observation, we selected the
energy range that yielded the best constraint. Error bars without caps indicate 1-σ uncertainties.
Those with caps indicate strict limits (values compatible with a spin derivative |f˙| < 2 · 10−10
Hz s−1 ). The shaded region indicates the credible intervals on the allowed quadratic solutions,
coming from MCMC sampling (described in the Methods and Materials section).
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Figure 2: Mass transfer rate towards the accretor (through L1), versus donor mass, given the
measured orbital period decay. We estimate the mass transfer rate for different mechanisms of
mass loss and different accretor masses. Solid lines indicate conservative mass transfer, dashed
lines indicate 90% isotropic mass loss from the donor, and dotted lines indicate 100% mass loss
from the proximity of the accretor. The latter is only a small correction to the conservative case,
while mass loss from the donor implies a much larger mass transfer rate in order to produce the
observed orbital decay. Vertical bands on the left show the limit donor masses given the absence
of eclipses, for different accretor masses (same color coding).
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Figure 3: Possible geometry of the accretion region of M82 X-2. The inner radius is close to
the co-rotation radius, where the orbital and the neutron star’s angular velocities match. In this
situation, the star alternates spin up and spin down depending on small changes of the mass
accretion rate. Between the spherization radius and the inner radius fast winds are launched,
producing mass loss from the system
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Figure 4: Spin history of M82 X-2 since 2014. Error bars indicate 1-σ uncertainties. Different
colors indicate different energy bands, confirming that the fractional amplitude of the pulsation
is systematically higher above 8 keV. The fractional amplitude measurements are reduced by
the presence of M82 X-1, which is spatially unresolved by NuSTAR: most non-detections are
likely to be driven by the brightness of M82 X-1.
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Parameter Unit
Porb
d
Ṗorb
s s−1
Ṗorb /Porb yr−1
a sin i
l-sec
T0
MJD

Value (uncert)
2.532971(13)
−5.4(1.0) · 10−8
−6
−7.7+1.3
−1.4 · 10
22.215(5) (B20)
56682.0669(18)

Table 1: Updated orbital parameters for M82 X-2, as determined in this work.
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Supplementary materials
Materials and Methods
Supplementary Text
Figs. S1 to S4
Table S1
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Materials and Methods
Data reduction
We downloaded all the NuSTAR data from the High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC). We ran nupipeline with standard options to produce cleaned
event files. This tool produces different event files corresponding to different observing modes:
SCIENCE (01), OCCULTATION (02), SLEW (03), SAA (04), CALIBRATION (05), and SCIENCE SC
(06). The modes usable for science are 01 and 06. Note, however, that only mode-01 data are
recorded in normal instrumental conditions. Mode-06 data correspond to time intervals where
only a subset of the camera head units (CHUs) are available, and the astrometry can be off by
1–20 (See (45) for an example of the astrometry issues in this observing mode). For mode-01
data, we used a region of 7000 around the centroid of the X-ray source corresponding to the
position of M82 X-1 and M82 X-2, which is spatially unresolved in NuSTAR. The centroid was
calculated independently for each observation and for each of the two focal plane modules, as
a mismatch of ∼ 1000 can be expected.
We processed mode-06 data with the nusplitsc tool, which separates events corresponding to different CHU combinations. For each of these event files, we adjusted the centroid of
the source and repeated the selection done for mode-01 data. Finally, we merged the sourceselected event lists from mode-01 and mode-06 data. In only a few cases, due to the source
falling on a chip gap, we saw that the light curve showed visible “steps” between intervals corresponding to different CHU combinations. We later verified that the addition or elimination
of the problematic intervals did not alter significantly the power around the pulsation frequency
∼0.7 Hz.
Finally, we ran barycorr to refer the photon arrival times to the solar system barycenter.
We selected the ICRS reference frame, the DE421 JPL ephemeris, and the position of M82 X-2
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determined by Chandra. For all observations, we used the latest clock correction file available,
that provides an absolute time precision of ∼ 60 µs. For 30702012002, the observation was
too close to the submission of the paper to get a precise clock correction file, which typically
needs ∼1 month of ground station measurements to reach the requested precision (46). We will
update the analysis as soon as the new clock correction file is available.

Timing analysis
We largely followed the search strategies used in B20, running Z12 searches (47), also known as
the Rayleigh test, on the event arrival times corrected for orbital motion, varying the ascending
node passage epoch T0 on a fine grid between −Porb /5 and Porb /5. This time, the search
allowed a range of spin derivatives for each trial ascending node passage value. For the search
in the f − f˙ plane, we used the “quasi-fast folding algorithm” (48), that calculates the Z12 on prebinned profiles (49), using at least 16 bins for the folded profiles. Moreover, we ran the search
both in the full energy band and between 8 and 30 keV. As we show below, this allowed six new
detections, four in new observations and two in archival observations. For each detection, we
then ran the search again around the best solution, using the slow (non-binned) algorithm this
time, to evaluate proper confidence limits on the parameters.
This multi-dimensional search poses questions on how to evaluate the error bars and/or confidence limits on the spin and orbital parameters. The spin parameters vary so rapidly that they
are only loosely constrained when observations are not more than a ∼week apart. There is no
way to reliably phase connect separate observations. The number of trials considered in the
frequency domain are the standard independent numbers of trials, corresponding to the FFT
resolution of 1/T , where T is the observation length. If the signal is not detected with a simple
search over frequency with the orbital parameters previously determined from other observations, we multiply by the independent number of trials over the passage through the ascending
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node that are needed until a promising signal is found. At this point, the signal is always detected
without a frequency derivative, and further refinements do not increase the number of trials, but
they are evaluated using standard statistical tests. As previously noted by (50) and used by (13),
the Rayleigh test is a very good approximation of the (negative) log likelihood of a sinusoidal
signal in the null hypothesis of no signal, and one can in principle apply the Akaike Information
Criterion or other likelihood comparison tests to choose whether an additional parameter (e.g.
the frequency derivative) improves the detection significantly. However, when comparing the
results using multiple parameters or calculating confidence intervals, the null hypothesis is no
longer the absence of signal, but rather that there is a signal with a given power. Therefore, we
use an approach similar to (50) to evaluate the confidence intervals, starting from the following
formula for the probability to detect a signal with the Rayleigh test. Given a signal:
y = λ(1 + a sin ωt),

(5)

the expected power in a periodogram in Leahy (51) normalization or in the Z12 search calculated
from N photons is
Ps = N

a2
.
2

(6)

The probability to measure a given power P is then given by the noncentral chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom (χ22 ):
p(P |Ps ) = e

−(P +Ps )/2

I0

q

P Ps



(7)

where I0 is the modified first-order Bessel function of order 0. This distribution is efficiently
implemented in scipy.
We emphasize that we are measuring P and inferring confidence intervals of Ps , so we
are interested in p(Ps |P ), not p(P |Ps ). We use minimization to find the Ps that produces the
observed P as a given quantile, and define the corresponding confidence limit on the parameters
as the parameter space yielding P ≥ Ps .
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A similar procedure can be applied for upper limits (52). Say we observe P = 40 and, given
the number of independent frequency values in the search, this is not considered a detection.
We calculate an upper limit on pulsations as follows: first, we ask ourselves what is the Ps that
can produce P = 40 to a confidence c. Since noise powers act in the complex plane and can
partially cancel signal power, and we want an upper limit, this estimated Ps will be larger than
P . Next, we transform this Ps into a modulation amplitude by inverting Equation 6.
Our timing analysis was implemented using the open source packages HENDRICS (53),
stingrayhuppenkothenStingraySpectraltimingSoftware2016, pint (54), all of which are
based on astropy (55), scipy (56), and numpy (57). For better performance, we used
the libraries numba (58) Plots were produced using Veusz1 and Matplotlib (59). The upper
limit calculation presented here was implemented in stingray.

Constraints on spin and orbital parameters
NuSTAR made three pairs of observations of M82 X-2 during AO-5, and two pairs of observations during AO-6 (PI Bachetti).
We ran a search for pulsations as soon as each observation was carried out, using the techniques described above. We allowed three free parameters in the search: Tasc , fspin , and f˙spin .
The new observations cannot constrain the projected semi-major axis a sin i better than the 2014
observations, and this parameter is highly correlated with the others if the observation duration
is shorter than the orbital period. Given that the effects we are testing are orders of magnitude
below the error bar on this parameter, we fix it to the solution by B20. This said, note that
the spin derivative was not a free parameter in the pulsation searches done by B20. Also, we
searched using two ranges of energy: 3–30 keV and 8–30 keV, as M82 X-2 pulsations are known
to be sometimes better detectable above 8 keV. We summarize the results in Table S1. Among
1

https://veusz.github.io/
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the six total observations during AO-5, we could detect pulsations only in one. Of the four observations in AO-6, we detected pulsations in two. All these observations showed a significant
delay in Tasc using the solution in B20. The detection from AO-5 is very significant and allows
to constrain the orbital phase despite a lever arm of only 1/3 of the orbit (See Figure S1). The
detections from AO-6 are less significant and the Tasc is highly correlated with f˙spin . We tried
to join the two observations in each pair and run the 3-D search above. However, it is clear that
the spin up is not described by a single frequency derivative, and a search over larger parameter
spaces produced weak constraints. Nevertheless, by putting a hard limit on the allowed values
of |f˙spin | < 2 · 10−10 Hz s−1 , motivated by being well above the maximum previously observed
spin up/down of M82 X-2, we obtained a strong constraint on the orbital phase, as discussed
below.
We also re-ran a pulsation search using all available observations, and we found significant (≥ 5σ) pulsations in two archival datasets, corresponding to ObsIDs 30101045002 and
80002092002. In both observations, pulsations are more strongly detected in the 8–30 keV
energy band. Moreover, surprisingly, we find that during 30101045002 the pulsar was instantaneously spinning down. This is the first time that M82 X-2 is found spinning down while
accreting and pulsating, and provides clear evidence that a significant part of the torque from
the disk is happening outside the corotation radius. This is probably why B20 only obtained
marginal evidence for pulsations in this ObsID. This new detection is important because pulsations are detected over a ∼ 4-day interval, which is long enough to provide an excellent
constraint on T0 .

Orbital fitting
Using the new Tasc values, we infer the orbital decay of M82 X-2 using a Bayesian model.
First, we separate observations where the 3D search hit the boundary set by the maximum
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spin derivative of 2 · 10−10 Hz s−1 from those that have well-constrained spin derivatives. For
the latter, we assume Gaussian uncertainties; these form our data set for parameter inference.
The observations where inferring the spin derivative was not possible (hereafter the bracketed
points, shown with capped error bars in Figure 1) nevertheless place important constraints on
the orbital evolution. These constraints are effectively implemented as a flat prior on ∆T0 at
the time of these observations, forcing the maximum absolute spin derivative to remain below
2 · 10−10 Hz s−1 .
The following equation serves as the orbital evolution model:
∆T0 = a +

b
Porb

(t − T0 ) + 0.5 · 10−6 c

86400
(t − T0 )2
365

(8)

where t, T0 and Porb are expressed in days, ∆T0 is the delay of Tasc in seconds, a is a correction
to T0 in seconds, b is a correction to Porb in seconds and c is the new value of Ṗorb /Porb in
units of 10−6 yr−1 . The baseline solution from B20 was T0,B20 = MJD 56682.0661, Porb,B20 =
2.532948 d, and Ṗorb = 0 s s−1 . Priors for a, b and c were uniform and noninformative; in
checks, we found that the width of the prior has no significant effect on our posterior inference.
Additional prior information comes from the constraints on ∆T0 coming from the bracketed
points, which are implemented as a validation function: any model that produces values outside
of the allowed prior range of the bracketed points are deemed impossible, and the associated
parameters assigned a prior probability of zero.
We first perform a Maximum-A-Posteriori fit with a standard Gaussian likelihood. The
solution serves as an initialization of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler as implemented in the emcee (60) library. Using 32 walkers, we ran the chains for 100,000 steps.
We calculated the autocorrelation “time”, which was at most 46 steps. We thinned the chain
by a factor 23 (half the autocorrelation length) and discarded 920 steps (20 times the autocorrelation length) as burn-in. The resulting marginal posterior probability distributions are plotted
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using the corner library (61) in Figure S2. We find posterior means and credible intervals
+1.3
of a = 72 ± 160, b = 1.8+1.1
−1.0 , and c = −7.7−1.4 . Using these values, we corrected the orbital

parameters as T0 = T0,B20 + a sec, Porb = Porb,B20 + b sec, Ṗorb = c · 10−6 M yr−1 to obtain
the values in Table 1.

Supplementary Text
Important radii
Around an accreting neutron star, we can define two important radii: the first, the corotation
radius Rco , is the radius at which the Keplerian angular velocity in the disk equals the angular
velocity of the neutron star:
Rco =

GM p2spin
4π 2

!1
3

.

(9)

where pspin is the rotation period of the neutron star, M its mass, and G the Universal Gravitational constant.
The second is called the magnetospheric radius, or inner radius, or truncation radius. Within
this radius, the accretion disk gets disrupted, and matter gets captured by the magnetic field lines
and conveyed to the magnetic poles of the neutron star:
µ4
Rin = ξ
GM Ṁ 2

!1
7

(10)

where µ is the magnetic dipole moment, Ṁ the mass accretion rate, and ξ ∼ 0.5 encodes
a number of effects like the accretion geometry (e.g. disk versus isotropic accretion) and the
details of the interaction between the plasma and the different components of the magnetic field.
According to accretion theory, the relative position of Rco and Rin is what determines
whether a neutron star will spin up (accelerate its rotation) during accretion or spin down (slow
down its rotation). The matter captured by the magnetic field of the neutron star at a given
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radius is orbiting with a given angular velocity, and will transfer angular momentum to the neutron star through the magnetic field lines. Outside Rco , this velocity is lower than the angular
velocity of the neutron star, while it is higher inside. Therefore, roughly speaking, if Rin < Rco
the star spins up, and if Rin > Rco it spins down. Various corrections can be made, integrating
the torque from the matter outside and inside the corotation radius, and different authors come
up with different prescriptions that can in general be treated by multiplying Rin by a factor of
order 1 (27, 28). When Rin ∼ Rco , small changes of accretion rate move the inner radius back
and forth around Rco , and we can expect the source to alternatively spin up and down. This
situation is called spin equilibrium.
When Rin  Rco , the rotating magnetic field is able to swipe away the in the disk, and it is
expected that accretion onto the neutron star will stop. This is known as propeller regime.
Around a super-Eddington accreting source, a third important radius is often cited, the
spherization radius at which the disk departs from an ideal thin disk and part of the mass is
ejected in winds (22):
Rsph =

27
Ṁ
Rg
4
ṀEdd

(11)

where the Eddington mass accretion rate ṀEdd ≈ LEdd /ηc2 ≈ 1.6 · 1018 g s−1 for a 1.4-M
neutron star, where η ≈ 0.15 is the efficiency, Rg = GM/c2 is the gravitational radius, and c is
the speed of light.

Donor star
The mass function determined through timing gives important insights on the kind of donor star
we can expect:
f=

Ω2orb
Md3 sin3 i
=
(ap sin i)3 ≈ 1.83 M
(Mp + Md )2
G

(12)

where Ωorb = 2π/Porb is the orbital angular velocity, ap sin i is the projected semi-major axis
of the pulsar orbit, Md is the mass of the donor, Mp is the mass of the pulsar, and i is the
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inclination. Note that the Ωorb and ap sin i are measured from pulsar timing, while the left-hand
side can be used to infer the donor mass given reasonable assumptions about the pulsar mass
and the inclination.
Since sin i cannot be larger than 1 (orbit edge-on), this poses a hard lower limit to the donor
star mass, that cannot be less than 3.56 M (assuming a neutron star mass of 1.4 M ). The
absence of eclipses from a (most likely) Roche-Lobe filling donor pushes the lower limit to
∼ 5M (7) and corresponds to an upper limit on the inclination of ∼ 60◦ . An unlikely donor
mass of 100 M corresponds instead to an inclination of ∼ 17◦ , which we take as a lower limit.
Similar arguments can be used to constrain the donor radius. Assuming Roche Lobe overflow, the size of the donor is fixed by the mass ratio and orbital separation.
With these constraints in mind (see Figure S3), and compared with known populations of
donor stars in HMXBs, the most probable candidates are O/B giant stars between 5–100M .
Between ∼ 17◦ (100 M donor) and ∼ 60◦ (5 M donor), we assume all orientations to be
equally probable. This means that the values of the cosine of the inclination are equally probable
between the two limiting cases cos 60◦ and cos 17◦ . This gives an average inclination of ∼ 43◦ ,
corresponding to a donor mass of ∼ 7.8 M . Note that an archival search in HST data found
several stars of this range of masses which could in principle be the donor (62).

Mass transfer
By differentiating the formula for the orbital angular momentum and Kepler’s third Law, it can
be shown how the orbital separation and the orbital period change as a response to mass transfer
or angular momentum changes (e.g. (15)):
J˙
Ṁd
Ṁp Ṁd + Ṁp
2 Ṗorb
ȧ
= =2 −2
−2
+
3 Porb
a
J
Md
Mp Md + Mp

(13)

where J is the total angular momentum of the system, Ṁp and Ṁd are the change of mass of
the pulsar and the donor, a is the orbital separation. Ṁd is negative and is Ṁp positive, because
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the pulsar is accreting from the donor.
A number of phenomena causing changes in orbital angular momentum are discussed in
the literature, such as gravitational wave (GW) emission (important in very compact systems
such as some binary neutron stars), spin-orbit coupling (when the Roche-filling star’s rotation
is not synchronized with the orbit), magnetic braking (studied in low-mass X-ray binaries),
and mass loss when the ejected mass has specific angular momentum. Given the large donor
mass and orbital distance, we do not expect GW emission or magnetic braking to be significant.
Moreover, even though they disagree on the exact mass transfer rate, different authors agree that
the system is undergoing a strong mass transfer (24, 63). Such a mass transfer rate is difficult
to reconcile with mechanisms other than Roche-Lobe overflow (such as wind accretion or even
wind Roche Lobe overflow, (64)), and the synchronization timescales are so small that we can
also neglect spin-orbit coupling (65, 66). This leaves us with mass loss as the only likely source
of angular momentum drain.
Conservative mass transfer has no angular momentum or mass losses from the system (i.e.,
Ṁp = −Ṁd and J˙ = 0). In this case, Equation 13 reduces to:
Ṁd
Ṗorb
=3
Porb
Md

!

Md
−1
Mp

(14)

It is clear that, for Md /Mp > 1, the system responds to a mass transfer from the donor (Ṁd < 0)
by decreasing the orbital period, as observed.
The non-conservative mass transfer case (when mass is lost from the system in any form)
implies a change of the total angular momentum and can be studied by dividing the angular
momentum term into different terms. Following the approach by (15, 67, 68),
J˙
α + βr2 + δγ(1 + r)2 Ṁd
=
J
1+r
Md

(15)

Ṁp = −(1 − α − β − δ)Ṁd

(16)

and
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where r = Md /Mp , α indicates the fraction of matter lost directly from the donor2 , β the
fraction lost from fast winds close to the accretor, and δ the fraction lost in a circumbinary disk
of radius ar = γ 2 a.
It is interesting to show where the three angular momentum losses lead when they dominate
the orbital evolution, by developing Equation 13 with Equation 15 and 16.
For the loss from the donor (α = 1):
Ṗorb
3 Ṁd
=
Porb
2 Md



−r
1+r



(17)

Therefore, an isotropic mass loss from the donor leads to an expansion of the orbit.
For the loss from the accretor (β = 1):
3 Ṁd
Ṗorb
=
Porb
2 Md

2r2 − r − 2
1+r

!

(18)

implying that isotropic mass loss from the accretor (e.g., with disk winds) still leads to a contraction of the orbit. This is what is believed to happen at extreme mass transfer rates, where
we expect strong radiation-driven winds to be launched inside the spherization radius (22). In
the limit r  1, this is equivalent to the conservative case.
Finally, for the circumbinary disk (δ = 1), we have
3 Ṁd
Ṗorb
=
Porb
2 Md

2γ(1 + r)2 − 2 − r
1+r

!

(19)

which, for γ ≥ 1 (disk radius larger than orbital separation) and r > 1, also produces a contraction of the orbit.
To summarize, the orbital decay we observe is compatible with the effect of mass transfer
between a more massive donor and a neutron star (with or without mass loss from the accretor),
or with angular momentum loss through an equatorial circumbinary disk, possibly launched by
2

Note that in other papers, e.g. (69), α indicates the specific angular momentum. This can create confusion
when comparing the different approaches.
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the second Lagrangian point L2 ( (15), see also Methods). The second possibility only happens
in situations where the donor star inflates well beyond its Roche Lobe, and its onset quickly
leads to unstable orbital decay and common envelope (37). SS433, a possible ULX analog in
our Galaxy (70), might be undergoing such a process. However, in that case, the accretor is
believed to be a stellar-mass black hole and the mass ratio is ∼ 1, and this process leads to the
expansion of the orbit (71), stabilizing the mass transfer. Due to the observation that matter
is indeed accreting onto the neutron star, and that we observe many ULXs in nearby galaxies
which suggests that this accretion regime is not too short-lived, our analysis favors conservative
(or mildly non-conservative) mass transfer from a intermediate/high mass star, with no highangular momentum mass loss mechanisms.

Magnetic field estimates
Traditional models, such as those proposed by Ghosh and Lamb (27) or Wang (28), consider a
thin disk with negligible radiation effects, and the inner radius is given by Equation 10. Therefore, given a mass accretion rate, the position of the inner radius in this model is a function of the
dipolar component of the magnetic field, modulo the order-unity constant ξ. Since the source
is close to spin equilibrium, as demonstrated by the spin behavior over time (see Figure 4), the
inner radius has to be close to the corotation radius. Therefore, equating the inner radius to the
corotation radius, we can get an estimate of the magnetic field, as shown in Figure S4 with the
blue band. Here, we take into account mass losses in a wind inside Rsph , when relevant, until
Rin . We use the ”classical” mass loss obtained when the effects of advection are neglected (22).
In this case, the accretion rate drops linearly with radius, and thus an upper limit on the accretion rate, i.e., an upper limit on the mass loss rate, corresponds to an upper limit on Rin and
a lower limit to the magnetic field strength. Despite this conservative approach, the estimate
on the magnetic field is robustly above 1013 Gauss. Most models for sub-Eddington accretion
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agree within an order of magnitude for the treatment of spin equilibrium (see, e.g., (30)). However, it is possible that these models which are based on the interaction of a magnetized neutron
star with a thin disk, with no radiation pressure either from the disk or from the central object,
need to be corrected in the case of super-Eddington disks. Chashkina and collaborators (29, 72)
have investigated this issue, finding that, indeed, the disk structure changes significantly when
radiation pressure becomes dominant. In particular, they find that ξ is not constant, but depends
on local (inside the disk) and external (e.g. from the neutron star) radiation pressure, and the
amount of advection in the disk. With the transfer rate > 100 Eddington we find in this Paper,
the inner radius becomes almost independent of the mass accretion rate and is described by Eq.
61 from (29):
Rin
73α
≈
Rg
24


2/9 " 

µ
λ
1030 G cm3

2 #2/9

(20)

where α ∼ 0.1 is the viscosity in the disk and λ ∼ 4 · 1010 (Mp /1.4M )−5 . Figure S4 shows
that, for a reasonable range of the viscosity parameter 3 0.01 < αv < 0.3, the estimate of the
magnetic field obtained by equating the inner radius to the corotation radius using Equation 20
is similar to the prediction of traditional models using Equation 10, confirming an estimated
magnetic field for M82 X-2 above 1013 G, as estimated with the classical model and by other
authors in the literature (30, 31).

On collimation and beaming
Provided that our assumptions are correct, meaning that possible super-Eddington outflows
happen only between Rsph and Rin , there is no need to invoke strong beaming to explain the high
luminosity of M82 X-2, even if we cannot rule out some degree of collimation. The observed
bolometric luminosity is actually lower than expected from that accretion rate to the neutron
star with standard efficiency, and this might be due to partial occultation of the star from the
3

We call this parameter αv instead of α to avoid confusion with the mass loss parameter α
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accretion column or disk winds, as observed in other ULXs (73, 74).
Proponents of the beaming models, assuming a much lower mass transfer rate (Ṁ 36 times
Eddington) than the one we measure, find a beaming factor b ∼ 0.06, or an opening angle
of the winds of (2b)1/2 ∼ 20◦ (8), producing an apparent luminosity 1/b higher than the intrinsic isotropic luminosity that they estimate being slightly above Eddington. Given the mass
accretion rate we measure, the beaming factor inferred through the standard collimating wind
argument they use would be b ∼ 73/ṁ2 ≈ 0.0023, or an opening angle of ∼ 4◦ , which would
produce an observed luminosity above ∼ 400 times Eddington assuming that the luminosity
from the neutron star is Eddington-limited.
Note, also, that the minimum inclination of the system from the mass function is 17◦ , corresponding to a donor mass of 100M , and to get a donor below 20M , the inclination needs
to be ≥ 28◦ (See Materials and Methods). With such a collimating wind, we would only see
pulsations when the inner disk and its collimating wind have a large tilt by the same amount
with respect to the orbit. The reported 60-day super-orbital modulation in the system (75), and
the fact that pulsations are often not observed, might be interpreted in principle as a sign of the
precession of such an inner disk structure; however, the relatively high fraction of time where
pulsations are observed, including for ∼ 20 straight days in 2014, shows that this occultation,
if produced by a precessing occulting outflow with the properties predicted by the beaming
models, should still happen in a range of observing angles which is lower than observed.
Therefore, we argue that the widely adopted formula to estimate beaming b ∼ 73/ṁ2 is not
valid, at least for the case of accreting neutron stars such as M82 X-2.
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Epoch
Energy
fspin
f˙spin
−12
MJD
keV
Hz
10
Hz/s
80002092002 56681.24439
8-30
0.728512(4)
−70(140)
80002092004 56683.80988
8-30
0.7285331(31)
110+140
−70
80002092006 56688.80902
8-30
0.7285487(5)
16(4)
80002092007 56694.12258
3-30
0.7285613(8)
34(10)
80002092007 56697.38070
3-30
0.7285797(11)
82(18)
80002092008 56699.14063
3-30
0.728596(4)
130(260)
80002092009 56700.75316
3-30
0.7286097(12)
101(22)
80002092011 56720.87758
8-30
0.7287597(26)
130(50)
30101045002 57495.31180
8-30
0.7251913(15) −78(17)
90201037002 57641.99852
8-30
0.723903(6) −120(240)
30502021002 58919.09530
3-30
0.7219303(16)
60(40)
30602027002 59312.65086
3-30
0.7222100(20)
90(60)
30602027004 59326.05680
8-30
0.722294(4)
60(130)
30702012002 59505.27806
3-30
0.7208657(12)
−79+23
−45
Obs. ID

Table S1: Detected pulsations, once data are corrected by the orbital solution found in this paper.
ObsIDs in bold are those corresponding to new detections from this paper. The energy range
is the one where the pulsations are detected with the highest significance. Data from ObsID
80002092006 start after the glitch reported by B20 at MJD 56685.7 ObsID 80002092007 has
a sudden change of frequency, probably another glitch, around MJD 56696, therefore we split
the observation in two parts around that epoch.
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Figure S1: Detection of pulsations from ObsIDs 30101045002, 30502021002, 30602027002,
and 30702012002. The color maps show the correlations between the spin-frequency, spin first
derivative, and the drift of the periastron passage T0 . The line plots show the statistics versus
each parameter once all the others are marginalized. For the observations in the bottom plots, we
set a hard limit at the allowed spin derivative, to plus/minus double the maximum spin derivative
previously observed in this source. This, in turn, sets a hard constraint on the reasonable drift
of T0 . We plot the analysis in the energy range where the detection is stronger. When such a
hard limit is in action, we plot the output curves in red.
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Figure S2: Corner plot of the posterior distribution of the parameters of the orbital decay with
Equation 8, sampled with MCMC. Vertical dashed lines show the 16%, 50%, and 84% quantiles.
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Figure S3: Roche Lobe radius in Eggleton approximation (76) versus mass for the donor star
in M82 X-2. The donor has to lie around the black solid line in order to undergo Roche Lobe
overflow. We overplot all donors from the HMXBs in (17) and all semidetached binary stars
from (77) for comparison. For the HMXBs, we plot in black the Roche Lobe radius. Colors span
the A (red)–O (blue) spectral types, and markers indicate different branches in the HR diagram.
The grey shaded area is excluded by the absence of eclipses. The black area is prohibited by
the mass function and the necessity that sin i ≤ 1.
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Figure S4: neutron star dipolar magnetic field estimate assuming spin equilibrium as described
in the text, comparing the models from (28) (the area corresponds to values of 0.5 < ξ < 1)
and from (29) (the area covers the range of viscosity parameter 0.01 < αv < 0.3), in four
cases with a range of mass ratios and a different mass loss fraction (α in Equation 15) from the
donor. We show Rco and Rsph with vertical lines. Note that a lower mass ratio increases the
estimated mass transfer. Also, the mass loss from the donor implies a larger mass transfer rate
to justify the observed derivative. This explains the larger Rsph . We highlight the region where
0.8 < Rin /Rco < 1, as expected from spin equilibrium. For the traditional model we took into
account a change of accretion rate due to mass loss inside Rsph . The estimated dipolar magnetic
field is always above 1013 G for reasonable values of the parameters.
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